Almost the first action that Mr Neil Kinnock took on becoming Labour leader was to write to the Prime Minister demanding a debate on the National Health Service. Mrs Thatcher has snubbed him, however, and thus prevented him from using the NHS as a platform for his first appearance heading a debate as Opposition leader. There are, of course, other methods that he can use, such as forcing an emergency debate on the subject.
Neither Mrs Thatcher nor Mr Norman Fowler, the Social Services Secretary, would flinch from such a debate. They used the Conservative conference in Blackpool to launch their counterattack. Mrs Thatcher is known to be upset by the government's failure to carry the argument, and by the failure of the health ministers in particular to get the government's case over. That case was spelt out early in the week by Mr John Patten, the junior health minister, standing in for Mr Kenneth Clarke at a meeting of the Conservative Medical Society. He was left in no doubt by his audience that they believed that the case had been badly put.
Mr Patten claimed that a lot of people in the medical and nursing professions have been crying wolf and will find out how wrong they have been. He said that all that the government was doing was carrying on with the "quiet revolution" on which it had embarked two years ago to make the NHS efficient. The government considers that the service has been carelessly managed for It is a role that Labour believes belongs to it-the name of Aneurin Bevan has not been so often cited in decades. Dr Owen, as a doctor and a former health minister, clearly reckons that he is better suited for the role. "I did not come into politics, I did not leave medicine, to watch the disintegration and desecration of the NHS," he said. The message that the Affiance had to get across was that under them not only would the NHS be rescued but it would be built on, maintained, and strengthened.
Three distinct futures for NHS
What is clear is that there are three distinct futures on offer for the NHS. Labour made what it had in mind quite clear when the conference passed by an overwhelming majority a resolution moved by NUPE pledging the nationalisation of all health care facilities, including the drug companies, within the first three years of taking office. In addition to dismantling the private sector, Labour promised the abolition ofprescription charges and pledged the party to fight the government's privatisation plans. Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, shadow health spokesman for the moment-she faces the shadow Cabinet elections in the next week and after that it is for Mr Kinnock to allocate the jobs-promised that Labour would lead the campaign to save the NHS. Whether she will remain health spokesman is anybody's guess. But she is Labour's token womanMiss Joan Lestor, who is held in high regard by Mr Kinnock, is out of the Commons for the moment-so that may help. As usual Mrs Dunwoody was not pulling her punches, accusing the Tories of not seeing the NHS as something that protected people but as a big golden goose ripe for asset stripping.
The government's plans, as popularly perceived, have succeeded in uniting the normally non-militant groups like nurses and doctors with the health service unions in opposition. The task for the government is to split that alliance. As for Labour and the Alliance, they will be striving to become the real defender of the NHS.
